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Packed with expert tips to help you stay on top of your finances
Your one-stop guide to easier small business accounting and financial management      

QuickBooks makes it easier to handle all those financial chores you have to do for your small business, and this handy reference makes it easier to use QuickBooks! You'll find minibooks on setting up QuickBooks for your business needs, using it for accounting, bookkeeping, and business planning, keeping your data safe, and much more.     

Discover how to     

	Prepare common financial statements
	Simplify tax return preparation
	Invoice customers, pay vendors, and track inventory
	Understand ratio analysis
	Calculate breakeven points
	Save on business taxes


About the Author
   Stephen L. Nelson, MBA, CPA, provides business advisory, tax planning, and tax preparation services to small businesses. He is also an adjunct professor teaching graduate tax courses at Golden Gate University.
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Design of Ultra Wideband Antenna Matching Networks: Via Simplified Real Frequency Technique (Signals and Communication Technology)Springer, 2008
Design of Ultra Wideband Antenna Matching Networks: via Simplified Real Frequency Technique (SRFT) will open up a new horizon for design engineers, researchers, undergraduate and graduate students to construct multi-band and ultra wideband antenna matching networks for antennas which in turn will push the edge of technology to manufacture...
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Web Security, Privacy and Commerce, 2nd EditionO'Reilly, 2002
The [bookmark: idx1]World Wide Web has changed our world. More than half the people in the United States now use the Web on a regular basis. We use it to read today's news, to check tomorrow's weather, and to search for events that have happened in the distant past. And increasingly, the Web is the focus of the 21st century...
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Windows XP Power Hound : Teach Yourself New TricksO'Reilly, 2004
Windows XP power-users troll the web, documentation, and  friends for useful tips and tricks--a keyboard shortcut  here, an undocumented double-click there to eliminate  annoyances, save time, and take control of their Windows XP.  There's an easier way.     This insightful and amusing book is packed with hundreds of  power tips, cool tricks, and...
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Building Telephony Systems with OpenSERPackt Publishing, 2008
We are starting a new era in the collaboration area. Voice and Video over IP are starting to dominate the world of telecommunications in a disruptive movement capable of changing the whole industry. The SIP (Session Initiation protocol) technology is at the center of this revolution. I believe, at present, SIP is the most used protocol for Voice...
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Daniel Arbuckle's Mastering PythonPackt Publishing, 2017

	Key Features

	
		Covers the latest and advanced concepts of Python such as parallel processing with Python 3.6
	
		Explore the Python language from its basic installation and setup to concepts such as reactive programming and microservices
	
		Get introduced to the mechanism for rewriting code in a...
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Mastering Web Services SecurityJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Quickly learn how to build a secure Web services system using available programming tools, models, and specifications
Web services promise to simplify business programming and to improve interoperability, but they won’t deliver on these promises without effective security. Written by the leading security experts in the field, this...
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